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Abstract
The Text mining guided by No Textual data (TNT) is not 
intended to extract the information contained in the images, 
aiming the information included in the text that describes 
these images. In other words, it aims to present to the reader 
the information about the images next to them, regardless of 
its real position in the document.
Reading,  while  focusing  on  no  textual  data  (images, 
pictures,  videos,  sounds,  etc.),  their  caption  and  some 
comments  identified in the text is  faster than reading the 
entire text  and gives a good summary of the document.
We present in this article, a tool for automatic text mining 
guided  by  no  textual  data  (fixed  or  moving  images, 
photographs, video, sound ... ).
This  tool,  based  on  contextual  exploration  method  and 
EXCOM  platform,  can  automatically  annotate  the 
information concerning no textual data, it can make the link 
between annotated text and corresponding no textual data 
and propose navigations among these textual and no textual 
information.

Introduction

The text mining has developed in relation on the type of 
data,  such  as  tabular  data,  text,  images… However,  the 
objects taking into account are, in reality, not independent.
Let us consider the example of the medical records of a 
person (Boussaid & al. 05). You can find tabular data such 
as  laboratory  tests,  textual  data  as  exams  and  clinical 
records, X-rays, ultrasound, electrocardiogram curves ... 
Searching these complex structures supposes to treat one 
type  of  media  at  the  same  time,  independently  of  the 
others.  Another  example comes from web mining where 
html documents are treated as  a  corpus of  texts and the 
other data such as images or sound are ignored, whereas 
they may also contain some information.
The  new  challenge  of  text  mining  is  to  take  into 
consideration all  types of data simultaneously.
In the present article, we propose an automatic tool for text 
mining to treat both textual and no textual data (images, 
pictures,  videos,  sounds  ...).  This  tool  based  on  the 
contextual exploration method (Desclés 97) is developed in 
EXCOM platform (Djioua & al. 06). 
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System description

Image mining versus text mining guided by images
The image mining includes all the techniques that has an 
interest for the content of the image. It is similar to image 
analysis, a subset of signal processing and recognition of 
objects.
The image mining, therefore, is to identify the forms in a 
digital image, and by extension in a digital video stream 
and provide a quantitative description of the image.
The text mining guided by the images is not intended to 
extract the information contained in the images, it aims to 
take into account the information contained in the text that 
describes the images. In other words, it aims to present to 
the reader the information about the images next to them, 
regardless of its real position in the document.

In  the  previous  example,  the  information  is  located  just 
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above  the  image,  then  several  paragraphs  below.  Once 
identified, this information can be presented in terms of the 
image.
The  text  mining  guided  by  the  images,  identifies  the 
information describing these images. 

Process
The process that we propose is not going to conduct a text 
mining guided only by the images but by all  no textual 
data, ie images, pictures, video, sound ...
The  annotation  of  information  about  no  textual  data  is 
automatic with the platform EXCOM and the contextual 
exploration (CE) method.
Before  running  EXCOM,  the  text  is  segmented  in 
paragraphs  and  sentences  and  after  the  links  between 
textual and no textual data are built.
The entire process is automatic and implemented with perl, 
xslt, php and mysql.

Automatic Annotation
EXCOM  (Djioua  &  al.  06)  implements  contextual 
exploration. 
The main hypothesis of contextual exploration is that the 
text  contains,  linguistics  indicators  independent  of 

knowledge domain. These indicators may however not be 
enough to assign an annotation to the segment. In this case, 
clues are sought in the context of the indicator.
The  linguistics  resources  are  therefore  composed  by  the 
annotation, markers (indicators and clues) and rules.
Based  on  the  linguistics  resources  (markers,  rules  and 
annotations)  established  for  the  resolution  of  the  text 
mining  guided  by  the  no  textual  data,  the  platform 
EXCOM  annote  automatically  segment  with  no  textual 
data  (annotation  :  'notextualdata'),  captions  (annotation  : 
caption)  and all  segments that make textual  reference or 
describe no textual data (annotation : 'directcomment'). 
The  text  of  captions  is  used  in  a  second  phase  of  the 
treatment  to  complete  the  text  mining  (annotation  : 
'indirectcomment').

For example, the rule 'TNT_01' annote a segment with no 
textual data.

<rule name="TNT_01" task="textuelnontextuel" 
type="EC">

<conditions>
<indicator space_research="sentence" 
type="annotation" value="img"/>

</conditions>
<actions>

<annotation  space="sentence" 
type="notextualdata"/>

</actions>
</rule>

The other  example,  the rule 'TNT_08'  annote a  segment 
commenting  on  an  image.  This  rule  is  triggered,  for 
English  text,  by  an  indicator  of  class 
'elementnontextuel_en' which includes words like 'graph', 
'picture',  'map',  'scene'...  It  is  supplemented  by  the  clue 
placed on the right of the indicator belonging to the class 
'montre_en'  (show,  indicate...),  'preter_en'  (lending...)  ou 
'extraire_en'  (extract...)  and  the  clue  placed  on  the  left 
belonging to the class 'demonstratif'_en (this, these...).

<rule name="TNT_08" task="textuelnontextuel" 
type="EC">

<conditions>
<indicator space_research="sentence" type="list" 
value="elementnontextuel_en"/>
<clue context="right" space_research="same" 
type="list" value="montrer_en|preter_en|
extraire_en"/>
<clue context="left" space_research="same" 
type="list" value="demonstratif_en"/>

</conditions>
<action>

<annotation space="sentence" 
type="directcomment"/>

</action>
</rule>
These rules allow annotating text like :



The following extract of annotated file corresponds to the 
text above :
...
<para id="12">
<sentence id="25" 
annotation="lalic.excom.textualnotextual.notextualdata" 
rule="TNT_01"><indicator cat="img" 
src="alaska_en_fichiers/20070214MtJuneauPaths.jpg" 
rules="TNT_01" rule="TNT_01"/>
</sentence>
</para>
<para id="13">
<sentence id="26" 
annotation="lalic.excom.textualnotextual.directcomment" 
clues=" This,shows" position_clues="1,49" 
rule="TNT_08"><before_clue/> This  <after_clue/>
<indicator rules="TNT_08,TNT_05a" rule="TNT_08"> 
photo </indicator> <before_clue> from False Mt. Troy on 
Douglas Island </before_clue> shows<after_clue> the 
urban avalanche paths on the Gastineau Channel side of 
Mt. Juneau</after_clue> 
</sentence>
</para>

Using captions to complete the text mining
In some domains like biology, captions  consist of several 
sentences. It is interesting to be able to use the text of the 
caption to complete the text mining.  Using the key terms 
of the caption as markers we can activate the same type of 
rule  as  described  above  but  with  annotation 
'indirectcomment' like in the rule 'TNT_12'.

<rule name="TNT_12" task="textuelnontextuel" 
type="EC">

<conditions>
<indicator space_research="sentence" type="list" 
value="caption_terms"/>

</conditions>
<action>

<annotation space="sentence" 
type="indirectcomment"/>

</action>
</rule>

For example, in this text, we can associate a sentence with 
the caption with the term 'T. weissflogii'.

The following extract of annotated file corresponds to the 
text above :

<para id="7" >
<sentence id="49" 
annotation="lalic.excom.textuelnontextuel.indirectcommen
t" rule="TNT_12"> To assess the surface buffering 
capacity of biosilica, we obtained frustules from <indicator 
rules="TNT_12" rule="TNT_12"> T. Weissflogii 
</indicator>, cleaned them of associated membranes using 
SDS detergent and, in some samples, oxidized away the 
organic coating using perchlorate and heat treatment (19).
</sentence>
<sentence id="50" 
annotation="lalic.excom.textuelnontextuel.directcomment" 
rule="TNT_03"> The resulting materials titrated with 
strong base exhibit buffering capacity over a range of pH 
relevant to aquatic systems (<indicator cat="reference" 
rules="TNT_03" rule="TNT_03">Fig.  2</indicator> ).
</sentence>

Link between textual and no textual data
It is not enough to annotate text segments as a caption or a 
direct or indirect comment, it is also important to link the 
commentary with the proper no textual object.
Building  links  between  annotated  textual  data  and  no 
textual data is carried out automatically according to three 
situations.

The first situation occurs when the annotated sentence with 



reference  is  tied  to  a  no  textual  object  and  a  comment 
resumed  this  reference.  In  this  case,  we  have  situations 
more or less complex. The simplest situation is to have the 
same  term  in  the  caption  and  the  sentence  like  in  the 
following example (the reference to the caption is 'FIG. 1.', 
The reference of the comment is 'Fig. 1'). More complex 
situations are when references are not exactly the same, for 
example the caption says 'Figure 1', the comment 'fig.1a' or 
comment  refers  to  several  figures,  'figures  1  to  3'  ...  In 
these  cases,  the  process  will  link  caption  and  comment 
('Figure 1' must be linked with 'Fig. 1a' ;  comment with 
'figures 1 to 3' must be linked with figure 1 and figure 2 
and figure 3).

The second situation is such that the comment refers to the 
no  textual  object  with markers;  for  example,  a  sentence 
specifying the no textual object location such as 'above', 
'below' ...  In this case,  the comment is  related to the no 
textual object with the significance of the marker.

We also have markers that do not indicate the position of 
the  no  textual  data.  In  this  case  we  propose  some 
hypothesis.
For  example,  a  sentence  annotated  'directcomment'  by 
markers  as  'this  figure'  (cette  figure)  is  linked  to  the 
previous no textual object.

The third situation occurs when the sentences are annotated 
with  'indirectcomment'.  This  sentences  are  linked  to  the 
caption. The caption is linked to the no textual data with 
reference (first situation) or with marker (second situation).
In this case, the comment is attached to the no textual data 
by the caption.

Functionalities
This process allows to build a navigation tool where text 
and no textual objects are directly linked : no textual data 
on  the  left,  textual  data  on  the  right.  The  results  are 
indexed and stored for easy use.

Navigation text by text
It  is  possible  to  choose  a  navigation  text  by  text  by 
selecting the text to be viewed from the list of treaty texts. 
In this case, the no textual data belong only to the selected 
text. 
As an example, we show at the end of the article the result 
obtained for a text in French on “cours de pharmacie sur 
internet”.

Navigation multi-text
For a multi-text navigation, we should use the intern search 
engine to view all the images in relation to the search term. 
This mode allows to have the entire informations about a 



subject  and  to  discover  eventually  the  polysemy  of  the 
searched term. 
For  example  (at  the  end  on  this  paper),  research  on 
“morphogenesis” gives three answers from two texts.

Navigation by no textual data
We  usually  access  the  information  by  a  text  or  by 
keywords. It is possible to access information while surfing 
on the basis of no textual objects. One can just click on the 
image to get comments as a result. 

Back to full-text
No matter what kind of navigation we choose, text by text, 
multi-text or by no textual data, we can always return to 
full-text  to see the context of  the no textual  data  or the 
context of the comment and to have a complete reading of 
the document.

Future work

If the text mining guided by no textual data is possible in 
many knowledge domain, this is particularly interesting in 
biology  where  arguments  are  based  on  no  textual  data. 
Reading an article can be simply faster by looking at the no 
textual  data  and  captions.  This  is  important  while  a 
researcher  has  to  get  through  an  important  number  of 
documents. That is why few tools were already proposed 
for this discipline.
FigSearch  is  a  prototype  text-mining  and  classification 
system for figures from any corpus of full-text biological 
papers (Liu & al. 04). The BioText Search Engine (Hearst 
& al. 07) has ability to search and browse figures and their 
captions.
However  while  these  tools  treat  only  the  captions,  the 
TNT-EXCOM we have presented in this paper takes into 
account   the  captions  and  the  comments  in  the  text 
(identified  by  reference  markers  or  the  terms  of  the 
caption). Thus, the information given with the no textual 
object  seems  more  comprehensive  than  using  existing 
tools.
The  future  work  is  to  develop  this  tool  specifically  for 
biology, working with an expert of the domain.

Conclusion

Text mining guided by no textual data is an original and 
interesting method to access information. 
Reading,  focusing  on  no  textual  data  (images,  pictures, 
videos,  sounds,  etc.)  and their  caption,  as  some existing 
tools in biology do, is fast and gives a good summary of 
the  document.  However,  this  reading  can  become  even 
better if we could add extracted comments from the text. 
We have shown that the contextual exploration method is 
appropriated to annote  comments of  no textual  data and 
that this tool has a particular interest in biology even it is 
possible to use it in many different knowledge domains. 
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